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Munich Re Marine Underwriting and services

In an increasingly complicated business environment, marine insurers have a
strong interest in liaising with a professional reinsurance partner capable of
understanding their needs and able to support their business development.
Preferably a partner with a worldwide network of experts and a profound
international as well as local knowledge. One whose reliability is proverbial 
and whose operations are dependable and transparent.

This booklet is designed to help you identify our area of expertise for each 
class of marine business and also the right person to contact who will be 
happy to coordinate our services in risk consultancy, quotation and reinsur-
ance protection.

Munich Re Marine 
Gaining the lead from knowledge

Cover: The 6,600 TEU “CMA CGM Bizet”.





In marine, like in all other classes of business, Munich Re is committed to serving
the insurance industry through a well-organised and coordinated team with spe-
cialist in-house resources. We bring together all relevant expertise by focusing on
best practice and specific solutions to suit clients’ needs. Identifying, anticipating
and responding to changes within the industry is one of our main tasks.

More than tailor-made solutions

Continuity and financial strength are the primary requirements of our clients
when seeking reinsurance protection for “bread and butter” marine business.
More than just tailor-made reinsurance solutions are required when it comes to
complex or high value risks for which our clients have been asked to provide
primary insurance cover. As a general rule, there is rarely a quick-fix-solution
available.

The challenge of dealing with difficult risks on a daily basis and the advantage
of having a highly qualified, multi-talented team of researchers, insurance prac-
titioners and consultants at hand, puts our marine underwriters in the unique
position of being able to meet your requirements and expectations quickly and
professionally.

International knowledge network

In addition to these services for our daily operational business, Munich Re
proactively addresses such issues as the environment and legal, technical and
scientific innovations, as well as transport security and accumulation scenarios,
which are of global importance. Since the consequences of these developments
might have dramatic impact and could change entire marine risk profiles, we
provide early warning of burning issues to the marine insurance industry by
making the results of our research and insights available to our clients.

As a leading reinsurer with a global presence, we have built up an international
knowledge network for all lines of business, incorporating the Munich Re
offices and our subsidiaries worldwide. In a highly competitive international
market, the synergies gained from the combination of local and global know-
ledge taken from this “think tank” give us the cutting edge we use to the benefit
of our clients.

Service for marine insurers
Expertise, know-how and consultancy 

02  Port of Barcelona, Spain.
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Munich Re Marine services

– Nautical and technical services
– Risk consulting
– Claims consulting
– Regional knowledge
– Legal developments
– Political risks
– Product analysis and development
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Originally, marine insurance covered the values of both the carrying vessel 
and its cargo against all perils of the seas and war risks including pirate 
attacks. In the course of technological development, additional perils like
bursting of boilers, explosion and other machinery damage were added to the
cover. Evidence of this joint-venture-insurance concept can be traced back to
the Phoenician Sea Loan, the Mutual ideals of the Hanseatic League and the
formation of Lloyd’s of London as a professional insurance institution in the
18th century, where this concept was embodied in the Lloyd’s SG (= Ships 
and Goods) Policy of 1779, which remained in use until 1982.

Today, insurers use separate policies tailored to the specific risks of cargo and
hull, with the latter branching off into such diverse lines as blue water, brown
water and yacht hull insurance. 

In addition to the traditional cover for material values only, markets now
demand protection for contingent interests such as loss of hire or delay in
delivery of a new building. Along with the insurance of waterborne risks 
marine insurers also cover other mobile risks such as rolling stock, contain-
ers, remote operated vehicles, mining and sub-sea equipment. These diverse
types of “hull” insurance require in-depth technical understanding and spe-
cialised knowledge from underwriters, which can only be generated and
maintained within a network of experts.

Our global presence and experience from regional markets give our experts the
unique opportunity to convert both good and bad experience into profitable risk
solutions that benefit our clients.

Munich Re Marine expertise

– Blue water hull
– Builders’ risk
– Brown water hull
– Fishing vessels
– Yachts
– Pleasure craft
– Rolling stock
– Delay in delivery
– Loss of hire 
– Trade disruption insurance
– Cruise consequential loss
– Sub-sea equipment and

remote-operated vehicles

03  Tanker at sea. 04  MS “Europa” dry-docked at Lloyd Werft Shipyard in Bremerhaven,
Germany.

Hull and rolling stock
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The basic principles for the carriage of goods have not really changed
throughout history. Only the size, values and number of items carried have
increased, with donkeys and horse-carts giving way to trucks and container
vessels. The global logistics involved in carrying merchandise from sender to
consignee have developed into highly complex processes. Manufacture, pack-
aging and transportation of goods, which were once perceived and conducted
as a unified process, have developed into a complex chain of specialised serv-
ices requiring expert knowledge and a high degree of professionalism for 
each link.

Notwithstanding all the technological achievements, the risk of accidental loss
or damage is undiminished. The changing nature of the goods and the increase
in world trade, with greater volumes being shipped and higher values accumu-
lating in transit, result in a growing need to find adequate insurance protection. 

For the marine cargo insurer, the challenge lies in following and understand-
ing these developments and being able to provide adequate risk solutions.

We have an experienced, international team of reinsurance and primary insur-
ance underwriters as well as nautical and technical experts, who can assist 
with the analysis and evaluation of risks for all kinds of goods in transit in 
order to find appropriate insurance or reinsurance solutions.

Munich Re Marine expertise

– Cargo shipments
– Marine consequential loss
– Project cargo 
– Fine art and trade fairs
– Exhibitions
– Specie
– Containerisation
– Packaging
– Temperature controlled transits
– Car transportation 
– Storage in transit

06  Express cargo on the road.05  Container stacking area at the port of Bremerhaven, Germany.

Cargo
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Marine liability offers cover for freight-forwarders, shipowners and charterers
or port operators. In other words, all liabilities related to marine and transport
activities that stretch over a broad range of risk and policy types can be covered
within that class.

International maritime laws and conventions as well as specific national liabil-
ity legislations regulate a wide spectrum as regards these third party respon-
sibilities. Recent decades have seen a growing awareness of liability issues
among the public. Consequently, as far as our industry is concerned, there is
mounting pressure on all participants of the transport chain.

Our worldwide network of underwriters and specialists in marine allows us to
manage the high degree of complexity and to recognise and anticipate the
changing aspects of these issues. We can provide our clients with identifica-
tion, assessment and analysis of risk potentials and develop products tailored
to the needs of the business.

Whether camping equipment or hunting guns are marine or property, or 
rather personal-lines related risks, is a question of business philosophy. Some
markets include the insurance of such non-marine items as carousels and 
other fun fair equipment or musical instruments within their marine book of
business. They are typically standardised, fixed-premium products which are
often sold over the counter.

This kind of business is handled with a high degree of professionalism by 
those primary insurers writing it. Due to low individual limits and a small loss
aggregation potential, reinsurance cover is hardly ever required for this sector
alone. Where these lines are listed as part of a marine portfolio, they can be
included in our reinsurance arrangements.

Munich Re Marine expertise

– Owners P & I
– Charterers’ P & I
– Stevedores, warehousemen
– Ship repairers’ liability
– Carriers’ liabilities 
– Freight forwarders’ liabilities
– Pilots/Port and terminal

operators/Marina operators 

Munich Re Marine expertise

– Single product experts
– Worldwide access to specialist

knowledge

07  Oil pollution is still a high risk. Who is to blame and who will pay? 08  Calm before the storm.

Marine liabilities

Miscellaneous marine-related insurance
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Petroleum, natural tar and associated products have been in use for many
centuries and proven to be valuable for numerous applications. It appears
surprising, therefore, that the industrial exploration and production of oil and
gas is – historically – a very recent development. This industry has existed for
just over a century, in which it has undergone dramatically fast development,
both in technology and demand.

Today, there is hardly an area that is more specialised or high-end engineer-
ing-driven than the field of offshore energy. In this environment, qualified
experts are required to install and operate innovative technology and to adapt
to ever-changing working conditions. 

The speed of innovation and developments requires a solution-minded insur-
ance and reinsurance industry that understands the problems and provides
tailor-made policies and forms of cover. For many years Munich Re has 
proven to be a competent partner in the reinsurance of energy exploration 
and development insurances (“upstream energy”). Apart from being able to
make available expertise and reinsurance capacity, we can create the neces-
sary individual solution at risk-adequate prices.

Munich Re Marine expertise

– Physical damage 
– Construction
– Business interruption
– Control of well
– Operators’ extra expenses
– Seepage and pollution, 

cleanup and contamination
– Liabilities 

09  The Troll A gas production platform, a modern-day iceberg? 
About a third of its 472 metres are above the water.

Offshore energy
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Primary insurers and reinsurers are constantly faced with the double challenge
of satisfying the growing demand for protection and covering greater risks.
They are confronted with larger concentrations of values, more complicated
and vulnerable technologies, greater exposure to all kinds of perils, new haz-
ards and changes in risk factors, with a broad impact on the objects insured 
and the possibility of accumulation. 

At the same time, the growing demand for safety and protection requires ever-
increasing capacity from the insurance industry and necessitates the develop-
ment of new types of covers, the provision of capital and a re-evaluation of the
limits of insurability.

In this core area of Munich Re Group activities, we have always been strongly
and competently committed to meeting the needs and requirements of our
clients. It has always been our strength to create tailor-made solutions from 
our comprehensive range of products in cooperation with our clients. We
believe that well-established and maintained personal contacts form the solid
foundation which is indispensable for an innovative and fruitful business rela-
tionship. 

In addition to expertise and a solution-minded approach, you do expect mean-
ingful capacity from Munich Re, your reinsurance market- and opinion-leader.
All this, combined with reliability, availability and first-class security provide 
the partnership you are looking for.

Reinsurance
Underwriting solutions

10  Ornamental countyard (“Schmuckhof”) at Munich Re buildings in Munich, Germany.

Munich Re Marine underwriting

– Treaty (proportional, 
non-proportional, single risk, catas-
trophe etc.)

– Facultative
– Alternative risk transfer
– Special covers
– Product development
– Know-how transfer
– Reinsurance expertise
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Training/Seminars

Detailed information can be found in our seminar 
programme available on request and at
www.munichre.com 

In a fast-changing environment the knowledge quality of the employees is a 
key feature for insurance industry’s ability to overcome present and future
challenges. To improve qualifications of the staff and to develop dialogue and
partnership, Munich Re proposes various insurance and reinsurance seminars
and specific trainings to its clients.

– Marine seminar
The marine seminar is divided into a practical part and a theoretical 
insurance and reinsurance part in Munich.

– Insurance and reinsurance of marine consequential loss and 
marine penalty risks
This seminar aims to introduce participants to underwriting in the marine
consequential loss and penalty insurance business, to increase their know-
ledge of the risks involved and raise their awareness of the specific 
problems inherent in these forms of cover.

– Specific marine market seminars on demand

– Reinsurance seminars – Munich
· Basics of reinsurance
· Advanced reinsurance workshop

– Stages and internships for clients

Knowledge in dialogue
Seminar programme 2005

M Münchener Rück

Munich Re Group

Seminar programme 2005
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Brochures

Containers

46TH YEAR · 2003 · NO 3

M Münchener Rück

Munich Re Group

schaden
spiegel
LOSSES AND LOSS PREVENTION

Schadenspiegel

Car transportation and 
insurance

Technology for
underwriters
(e.g. Pods)

Munich Re’s publications offer a wide range of topics, within which we also 
deal with current marine issues. Electronic versions can be downloaded or 
print copies of the publications can be ordered through the Munich Re portal. 
All publications are also listed in our catalogue, available on demand.

PUBLICATIONS

M Münchener Rück

Munich Re Group

Catalogue of 
publications

Topics

Topics
IFRS – New accounting standards 
Flood risks 
Rising costs of bodily injury claims

2/2004

M Münchener Rück

Munich Re Group
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